#2SC PORATABLE TARGET STAND SYSTEM INSTRUCTIONS
http://www.rswindustries.com

Thank you for purchasing our all-steel, MADE IN AMERICA target stand system. It is factory preassembled (except for optional

accessories) so all you need to do is follow these three simple steps for fast and easy set up so you can start your handgun or rifle practice in a
matter of minutes. The system uses our 3/8” thick AR500 steel targets for rifles or handguns. Refer to web site for acceptable calibers. You can also
use a piece of cardboard or plywood to shoot at paper targets. Our unique peel and stick bullseye stickers on our 12 inch square targets are great
for honing your skills.

Step 1: Slide the stand’s smaller top horizontal tube
into the opposite larger top horizontal pipe, align the
holes, insert lynch pin through the holes and latch the
locking loop over the exposed end of the lynch pin.

Step 2: Rotate both of the outrigger support legs
downward by removing the wing nuts, washers and
bolts, rotate the legs downward aligning the hole in
the leg with the hole in the stand bracket. Replace all
wing nut hardware. Tighten the wing nut hardware
snug by hand. To transport your stand simply loosen
the wing nut hardware and remove, rotate legs
upward until the hole in leg is over the top of the
stand bracket welded to stand frame, reinsert the
wing thumb nut hardware and snug tighten so legs
will remain in upright position.
Step 3: Set stand on ground with legs pointing away
from you and gently push the frame stand back as far
as it will go until it angles backwards and check
tightness of wing nut hardware. Hang our steel
targets (or use cardboard / plywood and paper
targets) and have fun!
CONSUMER PRODUCT WARNING: RSW assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of this product. “You” are responsible for the
safe use of these target products. Assure you are shooting at a safe distance, in an access restricted area which will protect you, others,
animals and property from ricocheting rounds. This caution cannot cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. It is
understood by the user that common sense and appropriate cautions are factors that cannot be built into these products and can only be
exercised by the user.
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